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From the Editor
ADRIAN COLLINS
Welcome to the first edition of Grimdark Magazine, the
culmination of almost a year’s work.
Grimdark Magazine started out as the identification
of a gap in the niche ezine market coupled with an
obsession with grim stories told in a dark world by
morally ambiguous protagonists. Many of my favourite
authors have really put their hands up to get involved,
and some of their work is included within these pages
as either fiction or interviews. More will show up later.
There is also a wealth of talent out there, hiding in the
shadows, waiting to strike. I want to find that talent and
publish it.
Nearly a year down the track and here is issue #1
for your grimdark pleasure. I’d really like to hear your
thoughts on our first issue and what you’d like to see
more (or less) of. Connect with the Grimdark Magazine
team at:
www.facebook.com/grimdarkmagazine
www.twitter.com/AdrianGdMag
www.grimdarkmagazine.com
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Thank you for buying Grimdark Magazine’s first
issue. I hope you enjoy reading it as much Cheresse,
Layla, Kyle and I enjoyed putting it together for you.
Adrian Collins
Founder
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Shadow Hunter

A Shadows of the Apt short story
ADRIAN TCHAIKOVSKY
To each of the Insect-kinden, a totem: source of their
power, shaper of their nature. Beetle-kinden were
tough men and women, able to endure and prosper
anywhere; Flies were small and swift and skittish; the
people of the Spider were elegant and clever and not
to be trusted. Moths, the mystics, claimed to know all
the secrets of the old darkness, while the Dragonflykinden claimed the light, and claimed to be better
than everyone else as well. And the Wasps?
The Wasp-kinden were savage and angry. Their
totem gave them wings, and their hands flashed with
gold fire as they slaughtered each other, generation
on generation. And while that ferocity was turned
inward, tribe against tribe, family against family,
nobody much cared. Nobody even noticed, when one
chieftain beat and bribed and challenged until all the
people of the Wasp were facing in the same direction,
under the same rule. When all that boundless energy
and ambition was abruptly turned outwards, all the
armies and walls of the world could not stand before
it.
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The Empire, they called it, and it swept across all
the little city states, the Ant and Bee and Beetlekinden, enslaved their people and called them the
Empire too. And then the Wasps went looking for
bigger game. For a decade now they had been
swallowing great chunks of the ancient Dragonfly
Commonweal, teaching those high-minded people
just who was better than who. The Dragonflies were a
people of many talents: farmers, artists, swordsmen,
archers, mystics. They were Inapt and they fought in
the old way—honour duels and massed peasant levy.
The Wasps were soldiers, every single man of
them—they had slaves to do the rest for them. Being
Apt—mechanically-minded—they
fought
with
crossbows and siege engines and primitive war
automotives, ripping up the history of a thousand
years and sending the loot home to the Emperor.
What happened, then, to a man of the Waspkinden who no longer wanted to be a soldier? What
happened to a man who, by dint of extreme
conniving, effort and brute luck, was released from
the adamant bonds of military service to make his
own way in the world?
*

*

*

Should never have taken this job, was Gaved’s
thought on seeing the forest. He was a man who
preferred to trust his instincts, but he also preferred to
eat. Being a freelance Wasp-kinden in an occupied
land where every other man of your people wore the
uniform made it hard to find work. Patrons were
scarce when you were hated by the locals and
despised by the invaders.
Then he had met the Moth, tucked quietly in the
corner of an army drinking tent: raucous, full of offduty soldiers and half of them still in their black and
gold armour. That one corner had been an oasis of
stillness and quiet, and there the Moth had been.
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They were a relic of another land’s mystical past, the
Moth-kinden, eking out a living on the edges of the
Apt world. Like all the Inapt—like the Dragonflykinden that the Wasp army had recently bludgeoned
into surrender—the Moths were a people who could
not grasp the principles of machines, of logistics, of
the modern world. They were the last tattered scraps
of the past.
This man of the Moth: grey skin, blank white eyes,
slender enough that a burly Wasp like Gaved could
have broken him in half, yet somehow his soft voice
had slid past all the rowdy jabber of the drinkers. ‘I
have work for you.’
And here Gaved was, following the only
employment he had been able to find, doing the
bidding of one Moth by hunting down another.
Somewhere in this tangle of thorn-barked trees there
was a second man of that grey kinden, and Gaved
was tasked with bringing him out.
Or kill him, the instructions had gone. Tell him it is
better to be dead, than to be what he is.
He had trawled for rumours about the forest his
quarry had holed up in. A dark place, he was told; a
bad place. The locals had never gone there, the army
had not needed to fight there. Probably it was
somewhere the Dragonflies thought was magic, not
that a Wasp would care about that. More recently it
was a haunt of bandits, because the war had left a lot
of armed men with nothing to do.
Gaved didn’t mind bandits. He preferred them to
soldiers, most of the time.
They ran into him at the same time he ran into
them, both sides freezing in surprise. Gaved had his
hands out instantly, his palms warming with the Wasp
Art. A thought from him and golden fire would be
spitting from between his fingers, showing these
locals just why his people were feared.
He saw a man and a woman, both Dragonflies,
lean and golden-skinned. The woman wore a few
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pieces of iridescent armour, no doubt prised from a
dead noble’s body. She had a sword, and perched on
one wrist was the hunting insect of her kinden, a
dragonfly two feet long with a carapace of glittering
metallic blue, huge eyes regarding him and all the
world impartially.
The man wore a ragged greatcoat and he had a
short bow in his hands, which concerned Gaved far
more than the sword or the insect.
‘Good day, fellow travellers,’ he said, one hand
covering each of them. He tried a smile, but his
smiles were seldom reassuring. He was one of the
dreaded invaders, after all: a big, pale man with the
red weal of a burn-scar about his neck and chin, from
when he had finally decided to leave the army and go
freelance.
‘What do you want here, Wasp?’ the woman
demanded.
‘I’ve come looking for someone.’ Better not to say
hunting. It had so many negative connotations.
Gaved saw the archer’s hands twitch, saw a
moment’s glance pass between them, and then the
Dragonfly man said, ‘He’s after the Moth.’
It was plain that “the Moth” was no friend of theirs.
The tension leached out of the moment.
The woman’s name was Eriss; the man was Kael.
They never used the word “bandit” but that was
plainly what they were. More, they’d another dozen
friends who plied the same trade. Or they had, before
coming to this forest.
‘Because your army wouldn’t come here,’ Kael
grumbled. ‘Even your Empire can’t make the trees
pay taxes.’
‘But he was here already,’ Eriss added. ‘We didn’t
realize at first. We’d made camp. But there was
something…’
‘Nobody slept,’ Kael took up the story. ‘Not well.
We started to see… shadows, ghosts. Then he came
to our fire. A Moth. A magician.’
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Gaved raised a doubting eyebrow.
‘Scoff all you want, Wasp; what do your people
know?’ Eriss snapped. ‘He walked in and told us we
were his, and our chief couldn’t speak, not one word.
Kael and me, we got out, just slipped away. We
thought the others’d follow us when they could.
Nobody did.’
‘This is a place of evil magic from the old days,’
Kael added. ‘A death-place. We should never have
come here. Your people wouldn’t understand.’
They were going back to find their friends. Gaved
was going to face down their enemy. Common cause
was made.
The Art of the insect-kinden gave many gifts. It let
the Ant-kinden speak to each other, mind to mind and
allowed the Wasps to sting, to each race its own
blessings. Gaved could fly a little, too, the shimmer of
wings materialising from his back when called on.
The Dragonflies were better, born to the air.
The forest was dense, the interlaced branches of
the canopy a fortress that even the Imperial army had
not fancied bringing down. The bandits’ preferred
road was the high one, from bough to bough, making
short hops through the uppermost fingers of the trees.
Eriss had sent her dragonfly ahead to scout, the
agile insect hovering and darting over the dense
foliage. When it returned to her, she would speak with
it, gleaning what it had seen from its simple mind.
The first two times she sent it out, it found traces
of the other bandits’ progress through the woods,
heading for the very heart of the place. The third time
it was on its way back when the canopy came alive
and reached for it. In sight of its mistress, what
seemed just green leaves and branches unfurled
toothed arms and clawed for the insect. Gaved saw a
triangular head with bulbous, gleaming orbs for eyes
and mandibles beneath like scissor blades: a mantis,
one of the great forest mantids, and this one surely
fifteen feet long.
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For a long moment they stared at one another: the
three humans and the monstrous insect, with the
dragonfly waiting on above. Then the mantis cocked
its head at them and let itself drop, vanishing into the
gloom of the forest below.
They thought like men, he had heard it said. They
hunted and planned and held grudges. And
sometimes, said the old tales, they served magicians.
Soon after, they found the rest of the bandits.
They were in a clearing, sat in a circle, as though
they had decided to stop for some conference of
thieves. Except they were dead. Except they were
splinted up, propped on bloody, jagged shards of
cane and wood. Some even had arms spiked out as
though caught mid-gesture. Some had open mouths,
and Gaved could see the splinters that had been
driven in, to keep their jaws in place. It was a ghoulish
tableau, and what was worse was the empty place.
All those dead eyes, all that arrested body language,
led the eye to one spot about the circle, as though
some chairman of the damned had only that moment
stepped away.
Kael and Eriss were frozen, staring. Gaved himself
was watching for the Moth, because a man with this
sense of showmanship would not miss his entrance.
And sure enough, there he was: stepping in to
take his place at the circle, the grey-faced man of
slender build, bundled in a threadbare robe. His blindlooking eyes took in his visitors and he smiled.
The Moth. The same Moth. The same man that
had sent Gaved here; there was no mistaking.
Then Kael had his bowstring back with a shout of
fury, and Gaved was already moving, running around
that grisly circle, hands out, but holding off—
His forbearance made Kael the target, so that
when the mantis’s strike lashed out of the shadows it
was the archer who was snatched away, gone in a
heartbeat and a cry. The huge insect loomed above
them, from shadow to killer like a trick of the light. Its
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razor mouthparts were working busily as it chewed at
the stump of Kael’s neck.
Eriss should have run, then, but she shrieked and
hacked at its nearest leg, her dragonfly spiralling up
and away overhead. Gaved saw her blade smash
one of the mantis’s stilt-like limbs, and it raised its
killing arms in threat, Kael’s remains still dangling.
Gaved’s hands flashed, his sting searing across
the clearing. One bolt charred across the creature’s
thorax, another crackled past the creature’s head,
even as Eriss lunged forwards and sunk her blade up
to the crosspiece into the insect’s abdomen.
And it was shadows; it had only been shadows.
Gaved stared, seeing the patterns between the trees
that had looked as though a monstrous mantis was
there, wondering how he could have been fooled by
it. And yet Kael was dead and dismembered, and
Eriss’s sword was gone…
Gaved saw the Moth was already beside her,
reaching out. One thin grey hand caught her collar
and the other drew a dagger across her throat with a
butcher’s economic skill.
Then those white eyes turned to Gaved, who
unleashed his sting.
Or he had meant to. There had been no other
thought than that, before the burning gaze caught
him. Moths had their own Art, and abruptly this one
was in Gaved’s mind, holding him rigid, trapping his
will as the thin figure picked its way towards him,
bloody blade held reverently.
‘Why have you come to this place of power, little
Wasp-kinden?’
He could not be sure whether the voice was in his
ears, or just in his head.
‘This place of magic—and there are so few left
anymore. The iron armies of your people trample and
trample, with your machines and your progress; with
the brightness of your lamps. A poor scholar must
travel a long way to find somewhere that has even a
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vestige of the old days about it. And who can say
what the quality of such a place might be?’ The Moth
was right before him now, the wet coldness of the
blade resting on his cheek. ‘And yet we must make
accommodations. We magicians cannot be choosy, in
this latter age…’
The Moth turned the blade, so that the thin, hard
line of its edge was against Gaved’s burn-scarred
throat.
Then the dragonfly stooped, glittering wings
battering madly at the grey face as it tried to avenge
its fallen mistress. The magician staggered away,
clutching at it, shielding his eyes, and abruptly Gaved
could move again.
He sent a sting-shot at the robed figure, only
catching the Moth a glancing blow, even as the man
snatched the dragonfly from the air, crushing its
delicate wings between his fingers and tearing them
from the insect’s body.
Those white eyes were on him again, and
although he had a hand out, he could not loose his
sting. But the Moth’s hold was imperfect: he could
speak.
‘You sent me!’ he got out. ‘You came to me and
sent me here! You told me, “Tell him it is better to be
dead, than to be what he is.”’
The words struck the Moth hard. For a brief
moment there was realization on that grey face.
Those blank eyes took in the scene around them: the
gruesome parliament, the utter bloody madness of
what had been done under the forest’s influence. No
wonder some part of him had rebelled, seeking what
little help could be found in this occupied land.
Then Gaved’s hands blazed again, and this time
he struck true, and just in time. He had seen the twist
of cruelty coming back to the man’s face, the moment
of truth already passing.
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Standing there, with nothing but that conclave of
the dead for company, he felt a tired emptiness inside
him.
With a wary eye out, in case that mantis had been
real, and not just shadows, he set about relieving the
corpses of their valuables. One thing was certain: he
wasn’t getting paid for this job. [GdM]
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Adrian Tchaikovsky is the author of the acclaimed
Shadows of the Apt fantasy series, from the first
volume, Empire In Black and Gold in 2008 to the final
book, Seal of the Worm, in 2014, with a new series
and a standalone science fiction novel scheduled for
2015. He has been nominated for the David Gemmell
Legend Award and a British Fantasy Society Award.
In civilian life he is a lawyer, gamer and amateur
entomologist.
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Grimdark: It’s here to
Stay
LAYLA CUMMINS
Grimdark is well on its way to becoming a staple
subgenre in fantasy literature. But where did it come
from? And what exactly is grimdark?
‘It's a phrase that gets thrown around a lot—often
as an accusation,’ writes Mark Lawrence, author of
the Broken Empire trilogy. ‘I've seen lots of articles
describe the terrible properties of grimdark and then
fail to name any book that has those properties.’
Grimdark is shorthand for ‘grim darkness’, a
description first used in the tagline of popular 80s
Games Workshop table top game, Warhammer
40,000: ‘In the grim darkness of the far future, there is
only war’. Gaming enthusiasts borrowed the term to
describe like-minded fan-fiction but outside of these
circles grimdark was flung across online forums with
utter contempt, an insult to authors filling their books
with darkness, grit, and moral ambiguity.
As a result, fans of dark fantasy were reluctant to
use grimdark when describing one of their favourite
genres, fearing finger pointing from fantasy and sci-fi
purists. Yet, over time, grimdark has come to mean
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something different. Authors and fans now see it as a
fitting title for stories that evolved from heroic ‘happily
ever after’ tales of yesteryear into the modern gritty
sagas we know and love today.
Joe Abercrombie, author of the First Law trilogy
and one of the biggest names in gritty fantasy today,
adopted the term with his tongue firmly in cheek,
using the moniker @LordGrimdark as his Twitter
handle. He commented on the changing nature of
Grimdark in his blog post The Value of Grit: ‘There
was a time grimdark was a purely negative term for
stuff that was laughably over-cynical, gritty and
violent to no purpose whatsoever. These days people
are using it in a positive light to describe a whole style
of fantasy.’
What is Grimdark?
What defines a grimdark novel or story is still a grey
area. However, there are certain genre characteristics
people have come to expect. These include war-torn
worlds, grim stories and more than a touch of gallows
humour. Probably the most talked about ‘tell’ of a
grimdark novel are the characters themselves.
Characters in grimdark fiction often have skewed
moral compasses. They make choices that can have
disastrous consequences for themselves and others
around them. Likewise, we’ve all done the wrong
thing or made the wrong decision at some point.
Having characters that do the same helps us relate to
them. A bit of grey is just being human. ‘We may not
want every character in every book to be a morally
grey, irredeemable, torturing tortured fuckwad,’ writes
Abercrombie. ‘But some shades of grey, or even
black, in some parts of a genre is a healthy thing.’
Time and time again, readers talk about
characters that stayed with them long after they
finished a book. Characters who surprised everybody
with their capacity for good, like Jaime Lannister or
Inquisitor Glotka. Characters who mastered the art of
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combining suffering with sarcasm, like Tyrion
Lannister or Locke Lamora. Even characters who
turned these conventions on their heads, like affable
barbarian Logen Ninefingers who, whenever things
looked bleak, would morph into the psychotic Bloody
Nine. In a series of blogs discussing the genre,
Australian author J. Michael Melican wrote, ‘I want
characters who are flawed, who make mistakes, who
do things I would never do, who suffer in ways I hope
never to suffer. If it serves the story, put those guys
through the wringer.’
Grimdark fantasy is by no means a new thing; it’s
been around and enjoyed for thousands of years.
Stories told to Ancient Greek audiences were filled
with anti-heroes, tragedy and injustices. Antigone by
Sophocles tells the story of a young woman who is
the product of an incestuous relationship and dies
fighting for her beliefs. Over two thousand years later,
Shakespearian tragedies Hamlet and Macbeth
became famous for their themes of murder, misery
and magic, and are still immensely popular today.
Reading tastes aren’t static. Genres go in and out
of fashion and it was just a matter of time before
popular fantasy once again explored the darker side
of the human psyche. ‘The truth is fantasy is rarely
about the world as it was,’ writes Abercrombie. ‘Gritty
fantasy is a reaction to and a counterbalancing of a
style of fantasy in which life is clean, meaningful, and
straightforward.’
Who is Grimdark?
There have been many debates about who qualifies
as a grimdark author. Glen Cook pioneered no holds
barred Military fantasy with his series, The Black
Company, which spans nine novels (plus one spin off
novel) and is considered essential reading for those
interested in grimdark fantasy. George R. R. Martin’s
A Song of Ice and Fire series and the massively
popular TV adaptation A Game of Thrones catapulted
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blood-soaked fantasy into the public eye, with other
big names in the genre—Joe Abercrombie, Mark
Lawrence and Scott Lynch—pushing the battle lines
ever forwards.
In an effort to find out what the public really
thought, Mark Lawrence hunted around for
information on Reddit and whipped up a Venn
diagram. The diagram depicted authors mentioned as
grimdark, with some surprise entries in Marquis de
Sade, Joss Whedon and Lemony Snicket. It’s easy to
see why they’d all be considered gritty enough to fall
under the umbrella of grimdark. Despite being a
fantasy series for children, Daniel Handler (writing as
his titular character Lemony Snicket) conjures up
some pretty dark scenarios for his young orphaned
protagonists. Conversely, some of the authors that
fell into both brackets (grimdark and not grimdark),
included George R. R. Martin, Joe Abercrombie,
Stephen King and Glenn Cook.
Public Opinion
Grimdark is still a controversial topic. Certain authors
have been criticised for taking advantage of the
genre’s attitude towards graphic violence, racism and
misogyny, with critics suggesting that each new
generation of authors tries to outdo the other in terms
of shock value. In a feature article for A Dribble of Ink,
author Elizabeth Bear wrote, ‘The least self-reflective
of the grimdark seems to me to be a little too busy
wallowing in splatter and gratuitousness—violence,
betrayal, rapine, raping, pillaging, cannibalism, torture
… as if those things were an end to themselves.’
But fans argue that grimdark is simply fantasy with
heavy doses of reality thrown in and it’s this that
makes for compelling reading. Scottish author and
journalist Robert Low spelled it out when he posted a
pro-grimdark comment on Abercrombie’s wall, saying,
‘no grit, no pearl’. Philip Witvliet, a book reviewer and
lover of gritty fantasy wrote, ‘I don't believe that
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authors who write grimdark set out to use shock for its
own sake. In reading these disturbing scenes, I am
able to experience some emotions I would not
otherwise … I think that experiencing some pain and
discomfort helps me be a stronger person, better to
empathize with those around me.’
In the end it comes down to personal taste and
what puts some readers off will create fans in others.
But no matter what your feelings are towards gritty
fantasy, it looks like grimdark is here to stay and we
here at Grimdark Magazine couldn’t be happier—bring
on the grit! [GdM]
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The Neutral
WRITTEN BY MIKE GELPRIN
TRANSLATED BY ANATOLY BELILOVSKY
The bus straddles the runway a hundred yards from
the terminal. I cross the runway toward it, toward the
four barrels aimed straight at me through broken
windows. The front door is open, and I peer in. Two
dozen eyes, wide open in shock, stare back: all
women and children. The only men alive are the ones
holding the AK-47's.
‘Who's in charge here?’ I ask. ‘Come on out. Let's
talk.’
From the darkness of the vehicle a huge unshaven
man emerges to stand on the bus step in front of me.
His hairy hands fidget like an errant schoolboy's, and
an ugly scar twitches across his left cheek. He
throws his rifle behind his back, steps off the bus and
crowds close to me, our bellies practically touching
each other. I watch his face relax a fraction, though
his sweat still reeks of curdled fear. For him, my
shadow is the safest bit of real estate anywhere in the
world. I am his shield and his safe conduct. I am a
Neutral—an
ambassador,
indispensable
and
untouchable. I can be killed, of course; but the killer
won't live long after. The Brotherhood guarantees I
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will be avenged. To harm a Neutral is to draw a death
sentence. Whoever does so—criminals, terrorists,
policemen or decorated army generals—the
Enforcers will find them and gun them down alike,
wherever they hide. I maintain absolute impartiality,
my only purpose is to bring this standoff to a
bloodless end. Both sides know this.
‘We need an airplane,’ the unshaven man informs
me. ‘An airplane with a pilot and a full tank of fuel to
get us to Venezuela.
Plus ammunition, hand
grenades and food. And half a million dollars.’
‘Fine,’ I reply. ‘Let the hostages go. The trade is
authorized.’
In Venezuela, I collect the Brotherhood's cut,
standard twenty percent.
Late at night I refuel in a small bar in downtown
Caracas, pumping as much alcohol on board as I can
convince my body to hold. These four robbed a bank,
shot two cops and a young girl clerk behind the
window. Then they killed the bus driver and with my
help held up the authorities for another half a million.
If not for me, and for the Brotherhood I represent, the
cops would have their heads. And they would have
had the heads of the four dozen mothers and
children.
I keep on drinking till memories recede; they keep
their distance for a while but then, as usual, the past
intrudes upon the present, and I see faces I struggle
to forget. Ten years ago, Ellen and Kate took a plane
home. A gang of hijackers had different ideas:
reroute to Yemen and set free a dozen guerrillas
locked up in five different countries. They didn't get
what they wanted, and I didn't get my family back.
The plane fell into the Bay of Biscay and I became a
widower—a childless one.
I joined the Neutral Brotherhood two months after
that.
*

*
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*

I cross the yard and enter the school building. In the
hallway just beyond the door lies a dead girl, barely
twelve years old. Down the hallway is a dead boy,
about the same age.
‘Here.’ A gun-holding silhouette appears at the
gym door. ‘Hey, Neutral! Over here!’
I step into the gym and stumble over another
body, a woman in a jumpsuit, probably a teacher.
Twenty children huddle together in the remote corner
guarded by two armed men. Two more gunmen
sprawl on the mats, smoking: weed, judging from the
smell.
‘Listen, Neutral, we need a speedboat with a full
tank, enough to get to Haiti,’ says the red-eyed man
with dilated pupils and shaking hands. ‘Plus three
hundred thousand bucks in twenty-dollar bills. And a
navigator.’
‘No problem,’ I assure him. ‘It's a deal. Let the
hostages go. The boat is on its way, I'll navigate.’
We walk outside, the rest straggling behind us.
Once out in the sun, his grin widens as he takes a
deep breath of air. Free air, as long as supplies last.
*

*

*

I come back the next day, grab a litre of whiskey and
lock myself in my hotel room. Those five broke out of
jail. Shot the guards first and the kids in a nearby
school later. Neutrals aren't allowed to show emotions
on the job, but off duty anything goes. I light a
cigarette, belt down another shot, and close my eyes.
This is what I do, I remind myself. My job is to be
neutral, absolutely, totally and unconditionally neutral.
For the first nine years, I held the lowest rank: I
worked as an Executioner, dispatching to the great
hereafter those marked for death by the Brotherhood.
Few Executioners live long enough to be promoted,
but I did, collecting a dozen violators in process. Now
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I am a Neutral. My life is a guarantee of the safety of
both the kidnappers and the hostages. Those who
break a promise to the Brotherhood sign their death
sentence. The Brotherhood never forgives and the
Executioners never give up.
Neutrals don't have to carry weapons any more,
but most of us do, just the same. My little backup
Beretta in its ankle holster is no match for any of the
weapons I've faced so far, but its weight in the ankle
holster is a welcome reassurance.
The other comfort Neutrals enjoy is the option to
retire. I am not ready for retirement, not just yet. Not
as long as I can make a difference.
*

*

*

After two hours of bouncing in an ancient all-terrain
clunker, we reach the destination. My blindfold comes
off, revealing a burly man wearing oversized
sunglasses between his creased forehead and a
carved-in frown.
‘Come out, Neutral,’ he says as he holds the door.
I step out of the jeep and squint at the landscape.
I see three dilapidated straw huts elbowing each
other in a small clearing amidst the jungle. I see a boy
in khaki shorts who crawls out from one of them and
runs toward us.
Under my arm I hold the bag with two hundred
thousand dollars in cash—a buyout for the girl the
men kidnapped three weeks ago. First, they
demanded a hundred thousand, but when the family
supplied the money, perhaps more quickly than was
prudent, the gang sent them back her pinky and
doubled their ransom.
More thugs crawl out of the huts, eight in total.
They call themselves the Forces of Liberty or some
such bullshit, but I see nothing in their faces to
suggest fanaticism or obsession; some faces are
blank, some smirking, one with what looks like a
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petulant pout. The khaki-clad boy, a rivulet of drool
running down his chin, whispers something to the
burly man. The man turns suddenly and snaps a
vicious blow to the boy's face. The boy almost topples
over, but doesn't let out a sound. Neither do I. I don't
really give a damn.
The man turns to me.
‘Sorry, bro,’ he says. ‘The deal's off.’
‘The deal's on,’ I reply. ‘I've got the money, you've
got the girl. Where's the girl?’
‘Dude, like I said, the deal's cancelled,’ the man
says. ‘Don't worry, you'll get the Brotherhood's
payment anyway. Forty thousand green ones, as
promised.’
‘What's the problem?’ I ask.
‘It's like this,’ the man says, ‘the boys are alone in
the woods, they haven't seen a female for months.’
He pauses; his scowl does not change. It has not
changed since I had seen him: a scowl of annoyance
with life's petty disappointments. ‘So, you know,’ he
continues, ‘they overdid it a bit.’
‘Where is she?’ In my heart a suspicion rises.
‘Show me the girl!’
‘My boys are gonna take you right back, bro,’ he
says.
‘You don't get it, you moron?’ I step close to him,
belly to belly. ‘Show me the girl. Now!’
‘Easy, bro, easy,’ the man backs down. ‘Okay, I'll
take you, no problem.’
He heads into a hut and I follow.
The girl is sprawled on the floor, dead. The ragged
remains of her dress barely cover her small skinny
body. Her face is a mask forever twisted in agony and
terror. My knees tremble and I have to hold on to the
wall to keep from hitting the floor next to her. Instead I
stand there wishing I could still cry. She is about as
old as Kate was, then. The last time I saw her.
I am a Neutral. And as long as I'm alive, so are
those who tortured her. As long as I'm alive.
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I think I'm ready to retire. Yes. It's time.
I bend as if to tie my shoe, retrieve my gun from its
ankle holster. The men step back, their eyes wide in
confusion. I raise the weapon to point at my temple.
‘No!’ the man hollers, lunging forward. ‘Don't!’
I pull the tri— [GdM]
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An Interview With Joe
Abercrombie
GDM
[GdM]: Thank you for what you do for the genre. You’ve
helped shape it into what it is today and provided hours
of grimdark brilliance to so many of our lives. For
Logen, Curnden, Ferro, Ardee, and so many more, we’re
grateful.
[JA]: Ta. It still remains slightly surprising to me that
there are people all over the world reading and
enjoying stuff that I made up in the middle of the night
for my own amusement, and I am deeply grateful for it.
[GdM]: What does ‘Grimdark’ mean to you?
[JA]: There’s far from a single agreed-upon definition, is
there? At one time it felt as if grimdark was always used
as a pejorative, to describe things that were laughably
over-dark, violent and cynical to no real purpose but
the titillation of the audience, as in, ‘I hate that stuff. It’s
so grimdark’. Of course there’s a big element of
subjectivity in there, because one person’s splatterporn
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is another’s incisive investigation of the costs of
violence, and often what people consider “good” in one
way or another gets excluded. These days, though, the
term seems to have been reclaimed, at least by some
people, and applied to a whole range of different work
in a much less negative light, really just to describe a
style of dark, violent, gritty fantasy in what I guess you
might call a GRRM-esque mold. So what grimdark
means really does depend on who’s talking.
[GdM]: What interests and excites you the most about
the sub-genre?
[JA]: If we’re talking dark, gritty, cynical, unpredictable
fantasy, often with a big streak of dark humour in the
mix, I guess that’s the way I chose to write because I’d
read a lot of commercial fantasy growing up that
seemed to be the exact opposite of those things: light,
fluffy, predictable, serious verging on the pompous, and
I felt the need for a different approach to the material.
Of course there are as many different approaches to
fantasy as there are writers, and you certainly wouldn’t
want every book you read (or perhaps even write) to be
unremittingly dark and cynical. But I think the recent
proliferation of gritty work has definitely broadened
the range and variety of what’s out there, and brought
readers into fantasy, or back into fantasy, who are
perhaps pleased to find the genre isn’t as predictable as
they’d thought.
[GdM]: If you couldn’t write—due to say some
horrendous torture in a Ghurkish prison leaving you
finger and tongue-less—which grimdark author would
hold your customer loyalty and why?
[JA]: In a way I’m reluctant to label any particular
writer grimdark because you can rarely get agreement
on who belongs in that bin or not. But when it comes to
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gritty fantasy, probably I will surprise no one by saying
that GRRM’s Song of Ice and Fire was a big influence on
me when I first read it back in the 90s. I thought I knew
exactly what to expect, and got some of the biggest and
most satisfying surprises I’ve ever had from a book.
That demonstrated to me that you could indeed do
something edgy, dangerous, gritty, dark and
unpredictable while very much still writing something
that was recognisably core epic fantasy. It was a big
inspiration as far as trying to write myself went.
[GdM]: How important is humour to you and the subgenre?
[JA]: It’s hugely important to me. A strong sense of
humour is often the thing that really makes me connect
to writing, that makes the voice distinctive and the
characters come alive. For all his many admirable
qualities as a writer, Tolkien wasn’t really much of a
humourist, and I think in imitating him very closely a
lot of the epic fantasy of the 80s became somewhat
ponderous, self-regarding, even pompous, or it became
out and out slapstick. I try to aim for something
between the two, where there’s a wit to the characters,
a distinctive sense of humour, even in the grimmest of
situations. You can’t have shadows without light, after
all...
[GdM]: How has Half a King been received so far, being
your first major foray beyond the First Law?
[JA]: Very well, yeah. Some great quotes from other
writers. A lot of interest and support from publishers
and booksellers. It’s only been out a week in the UK but
it made no. 3 on the hardcover bestseller list and so far
seems to be going down well with the readers. You’re
always aware that any shift in direction won’t be to
everyone’s taste—I’ve yet to release a book that hasn’t
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been simultaneously declared a massive fall from grace
or a triumphant return to form by somebody. We’ll get
a more rounded picture in due course...
[GdM]: You released five short stories to go with The
First Law. Any plans to release some for Half a King?
[JA]: No imminent plans. It’s undoubtedly a lot harder
to find a market for short fiction than long, and with
these books being that much shorter it makes better
sense to plough the effort into novels, I think. I’m
certainly continuing to write short fiction in the First
Law world, though, and there’ll be a collection of those
stories coming out some time in 2016.
[GdM]: Just how much research goes into the creation
of cultures like the Northmen and the Ghurkish?
[JA]: Some, certainly. I’ve read a lot of history over the
years and I’m sure a lot of that reading gets expressed
in what I write, and in the settings and backdrops I
come up with. That said, I think epic fantasy can get a
bit obsessed about setting at the expense of character
and plot, and I always try to keep the focus very much
on the people. Research is useful to give a world some
texture and believability, and sometimes you might use
the power of Google to seek out the answer to some
specific question (what kind of underwear did Viking
warriors wear, or some such), but you don’t want to
forget that, in the end, you’re writing fantasy, and that
does give you a lot of leeway to just, you know, make
shit up.
[GdM]: How important are short stories as
supplements to author worlds? What about to you, as
the author, to diversify your work?
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[JA]: There’s certainly less of a market for short stories
than there once was. There was a time most SF&F
writers would cut their teeth on short fiction but these
days it’s becoming the exception rather than the rule.
That said, the internet and e-books are opening up new
avenues, and commercially short stories can be useful
as exclusives for booksellers and publishers, and
samplers for readers. Big, multi-author anthologies can
sometimes give you the opportunity to get a story in
front of readers who might otherwise never pick up
your work. So they’re a useful adjunct but I don’t think
short stories will ever be my natural format.
[GdM]: You’ve come up with some magnificent
characters (try getting your head out the door after that
one). You’ve shown us the importance of perspective in
doing away with notions of good and evil by digging
into some pretty nasty themes from new angles. How
important is it to you to have no restraint when
exploring a character?
[JA]: I already have trouble fitting through standard
doorways. I often felt that fantasy didn’t mine too
deeply into the heads of the characters, sometimes
presented some slightly coardboardy, morally simple,
predictable heroes whose behaviour I didn’t much
believe in and villains whose motivations I couldn’t
ever understand. I wanted to present some pretty dark
and unpleasant people from almost uncomfortably
close up, to really get inside their heads and see what
makes them tick, to make them seem real and
believable. I think if you’re going to do that it helps to
be as honest as you can be. That’s what I respond to in
the work of other writers.
[GdM]: Will you return to the First Law world in either
short or long form after the Half a King Trilogy, and will
we see crowd favourite the Bloody Nine again?
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[JA] As I’ve said, short stories, most definitely, but after
the three Shattered Sea books are finished I’ll be going
back to the First Law at full length, potentially with
another trilogy. We’ll see how things pan out.
[GdM]: Thanks for your time Joe. I speak for grimdark
lovers anywhere when I say we can’t wait to see what
comes next.
[JA]: Oh, me too... [GdM]
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Review: Half a King by
Joe Abercrombie
KYLE MASSA

Yes, Joe Abercrombie’s newest novel is classified as
young-adult.
No, that doesn’t mean he’s gone soft.
Far from it, actually.
What you get is the same carnage, grit, and moral
ambiguity of his previous works, all in a more sleek,
more focused package.
Half a King tells the tale of Yarvi, a reluctant hero
on a quest to reclaim his stolen throne. With a motley
band of warriors, he will take back what is his—or die
trying.
At first glance, Half a King appears to have a
familiar setup, complete with a treacherous uncle and
a deposed young ruler—but similarities to other works
soon vanish. The plot takes numerous turns you
won’t expect, and Yarvi himself is unlike most
protagonists you’ll find in young-adult literature. He’s
deeply nuanced, and he’s riddled with the
contradictions of real life. Yarvi is vengeful but feeble,
wise but impulsive, shrewd but not a natural leader.
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You’ll see a lot of yourself in Yarvi, both the parts you
like and the parts you don’t.
I felt that Half a King had a lull in plot early on. The
action starts well enough, but dips when Yarvi takes
to the seas. For about fifty pages onward, the plot
seems to move laterally rather than forward, as
though our protagonist isn’t progressing toward his
goal.
Not to worry though—the pace ratchets right back
up shortly after, and it never slows down again.
Yarvi’s quest culminates in an outstanding battle
scene, an excellent plot twist, and an even better one
in the final chapter.
This is one of the modern greats of the genre at
his greatest. Thankfully for us all, there are two
sequels on the way.
Only problem is, we’ll have to wait five whole
months for the next one… [GdM]
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The Woman I Used to Be
GERRI LEEN

I sit in the comfortable chair that I’ve been told was
never my favourite and enjoy the unexpected quiet of
the house. Everyone is out. I’m so much better that
they think it’s safe to leave me.
I’m not really better—if better is having my
memories back—but I’ve learned to fake it and to fill
in the blank spots with research. I must have had
mad skills at that.
I laugh at that: mad skills. It’s a funny saying
unless you feel like you’re losing your mind, then not
so much. But also funny that these ways of
phrasing—silly sayings like that—come naturally
when I’m just thinking. They flow in my head as if
language and memory are not linked at all.
But I know they are. As soon as I try to talk to
Nathan or Louisa, my words falter. I reach for names,
ideas, basic statements or questions, and they’re like
quicksilver, darting here and there as I try to form
complete sentences the way she would.
She. I. Pronouns are difficult.
My name is Susanna. I’ve apparently never liked
that name, or so the woman who says she’s my
mother claims. Carla—I call her that and she frowns.
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But it feels wrong to call her Mum. Shouldn’t I feel
something for her if she’s my mum?
Shouldn’t I feel anything but this overwhelming
panic? And the sense that I’m disappointing them all:
my mother, my husband, my daughter.
Louisa at least resembles me. I feel nothing when
I look at her, but I can logically see the similarities,
and I can say, ‘Yes, I probably contributed DNA to
that one.’
But Nathan. With his sad, beseeching eyes. With
his oh-so-patient voice. I have the feeling he’s not
really my type, even though I can’t tell you what my
type is.
I dream of another man. He's tall with skin like
mahogany, partly from genetics, partly from being in
the sun. How do I know this? I don’t know his name,
just his face, just his arms, lifted high as he tells me
something I can’t hear. I can never hear his words,
but I feel inspired anyway. He inspires me.
Until I wake up and realize he has no place in this
life I can’t remember.
I’ve asked Nathan and Carla about the man—in
the most general terms. I can tell it hurts them when I
don’t remember the right things, but they also seem
to like it when I show an interest in my life. They don’t
remember anyone matching the dark man’s
description.
I’ve asked the house AI also. Just in case they
never met the man—just in case I was having an
affair. The house AI doesn’t recall any visitors that
match the description except an appraiser that came
to the house when we were thinking of taking out
another mortgage. But the picture the AI brought up
wasn’t the man from my dreams.
‘Susanna?’ The house AI’s voice never startles me
now that I’ve programmed it to be male when I am
alone, given it a deep voice, resonant with pain—or
that’s how the voice option I chose struck me. It’s also
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how I imagine the dark man sounding, if I could only
hear what he is saying.
The AI is my best friend. It knows me better than I
do, obviously, but it also seems to know me better
than my family does. The AI goes by Drew. Louisa
named it when we first moved into this house, or so
I’m told. She wanted a name that could be male or
female. When I’m not alone, the AI speaks in a
nurturing female voice that sounds like a
grandmother. It has told me Louisa picked the default
voice. It has also told me—when I asked—that
Nathan keeps it this way when he’s alone.
I was sort of hoping he made the AI sound sultry,
sexy. It would make me feel less guilty that I dream
about men who aren’t the husband I can’t remember.
‘Drew, are you sure I lived here before the shuttle
crash?’ This is not the first time I have asked this
question. Perhaps I keep hoping for a different
answer. Although isn’t that the definition of crazy?
‘Yes, you lived here before the shuttle crash.’
I love the way it answers. No hesitation. No making
excuses. Just the truth.
‘Susanna, why do you keep asking that?’
I huddle deeper into the chair, making myself
small, wishing I could disappear. ‘I don’t belong here.
Or that’s what it feels like.’
‘The doctor said it would take time.’
‘I know.’ I hear the whirring of Drew’s retrieval arm
unfolding from the ceiling. It picks up the throw from
the couch and carries it over, setting it gently on my
lap. ‘I’m not cold.’
‘Your vitals say differently.’
I give up and wrap the throw around me. It is white
nubby wool. Nathan said I knitted it one very boring
voyage. I don’t remember of course. I close my eyes
and try to knit, try to let muscle memory take me over,
but my hands look more like they are afflicted with a
tic than actually skilled at knitting. I smell the throw.
There is a faint whiff of fragrance. The same one that
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sits on my vanity in the bedroom I share—used to
share—with Nathan.
The thing is, I can’t stand the scent. Nathan says I
wore it every day and it is the only perfume on my
vanity, but still the scent makes me feel slightly sick.
Why would I hate it now? What part of memory would
control reaction to a perfume?
Then again I had extensive head injuries after the
crash. I know because I lay alone in the cockpit,
buried in rubble from the building we’d crashed into.
This I actually remember, this is my first memory. My
birth if you will. Waking alone, unless you count the
body lying next to me—co-pilot I was told later—and
waiting for someone to find me, to dig me out.
Nathan told me the doctors gave me virtually no
chance to survive. On the fully packed shuttle, only
five others made it.
I don’t know why we crashed. I don’t know if it was
my fault. That haunts me as I sit alone.
Because the thing is, if I close my eyes, let muscle
memory take over, I can feel the controls of the
shuttle. I reach for switches and buttons, hit knobs
overhead that control all manner of manoeuvring, fuel
balances, small nav changes.
I remember this deep in the fibres of my fingers. I
can imagine the headphones I would be wearing. The
dark glasses we all wore once we hit atmo, partially
because it was a shock after being in space but
mostly because it made us look so damn cool.
I found an extra pair in the house—my pair lay
crumpled in the cockpit, nearly as crumpled as I
was—and tried them on. They felt familiar—they
looked right, too, eyes unfathomable in the mirrored
lenses. Hidden.
Unrecognizable. Everyone looks the same in the
flight suits. Hair has to be up in a bun if you wear it
long. Flight cap. The sunglasses. The dark blue
uniform that is starched straight, the fit loose enough
to mask a figure. You can tell men from women,
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usually, if only by the height and bulk differential. But
one brunette woman from another—be tough to tell
them apart.
Except once they got in the air. Once they started
to fly. Everyone had their little habits. I was known
for... Why can’t I remember that part? I reach up
again, as if I’m in the cockpit, feel for the controls,
practically can see them when I close my eyes.
‘Was I a good pilot, Drew?’
‘Define good.’
I smile. It’s cagey, our Drew. But also precise. It
could measure good in number of runs done on time,
in number of passengers who complained of service,
in nicks and dings on the fuselage, in how much fuel I
used. I know this because we’ve been down this road
before, Drew and I.
Always when the others are out. I wonder, though,
if it tells them I have asked these things.
‘Given my record, would you expect me to crash a
shuttle on a routine approach to a spaceport I’ve
flown in and out of hundreds of times?’
‘No.’
It is the same answer every time.
‘Can you analyse the wreckage and see if—’
‘Access to the files of the Pandora is blocked.’
This too is its standard answer. I think of a new
question to ask. ‘Do they know that we’ve queried
now several times?’
‘No. Each time I framed the query as hypothetical.
That should raise no flags.’
I lean forward, the throw I supposedly made
slipping off me. ‘Why would you do that?’
‘Because...’ There is a long pause. It is unlike the
AI to lack words, but it has been programmed to be
sensitive, to have tact.
‘Say it, Drew. Spit it out.’
‘You are unhappy. You are resisting your family.
You isolate yourself inside a mind that may never
recover the old memories. Your future lies in making
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new memories but how can you when you are
so...alone?’
‘Things don’t add up, Drew.’
‘So you have noted before.’
‘Was I here? Since Nathan bought the house.’
‘Yes, Susanna.’
I pull the throw up and back over my legs. I’m
always so cold now. Drew was right. ‘Can you lie,
Drew?’
‘If necessary.’
It is the answer I get each time I ask. And I haven’t
had the heart—or maybe the balls—to ask what
would make lying necessary. ‘I’m tired.’
The house lights immediately dim. ‘Sleep.’
I don’t argue. I just pull the throw up and try to
ignore the perfume—how did I ever like this scent, so
deep and resinous? Another scent comes to me,
citrus and green, like the hills of...where? I fall asleep
trying to remember and my dreams are snippets of
things that make no sense but also sadly leave me no
wiser about the life I’ve forgotten.
*

*

*

I am staring in the mirror. It is three months since I
woke in the hospital bed to find strangers clustered
around me. Strangers who looked at me with such
love and hope that I was gentle as I said, ‘You’ve got
the wrong bed.’
Those words echo, and I feel a memory and try to
catch it.
This is wrong. Doctor Handley has said to not
reach out, to let them come to me.
I know my heart is beating too fast, so I close my
eyes, and breathe slowly. I go back to the hospital
bed, pretend I’m opening my eyes to see the three of
them—Carla, Nathan, and Louisa.
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I’ve yet to warm up to Carla and Nathan, but Louisa is
such a sweet girl, just ready to leave childhood
behind, but still needing her mother.
A girl always needs her mother.
But if that’s true, why don’t I need Carla more?
I see their faces and say out loud, ‘You’ve got the
wrong bed.’
The memory hovers, and I force myself not to
reach for it. I hear a voice, strained and male and full
of hate.
So much hate I almost pull back, let the memory
go the way of the other snippets.
‘Susanna, your pulse rate has increased
dramatically.
Are you all right?’ Drew sounds
concerned. Its voice so different than the one I just
heard. Drew’s voice makes me feel safe.
The way Matthew’s always did.
Matthew?
‘You’ve got the wrong bed,’ I say again since it
seems to be the trigger, but nothing else comes.
Then I hear the front door open, and Drew informs
me—in its grandmotherly voice—that Louisa is home.
She yells out, ‘Mum?’
‘In here.’ I wait, pulling her in to me, feeling
something real and true when I hold her. Children
are the greatest blessing. Matthew always said so but
we never tried again, not after Kate died.
Kate. I tighten my hold on Louisa. I bury my nose
in her long brown hair. Her shampoo smells of
evergreen and mint. It should be strawberry.
Kate always loved that scent.
‘Mum? What’s wrong?’
I push her away from me. ‘You’re not my
daughter.’
She frowns. ‘What?’
‘I have a daughter. But she’s not you. Kate is her
name. And she’s blonde, not brunette.’
‘You’re making no sense.’
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‘She’s younger than you, too.’ Why couldn’t I
remember this before? ‘She loved to run outside. She
was outside when the drone struck.’
Oh God. Outside when the drone struck. Kate.
I sink to the floor, seeing again my daughter lying
in my arms, her blood flowing over me. I would have
given her all of mine if I could have.
She died before help could arrive.
‘We lived off the grid.’
‘Yes.’ Louisa no longer sounds like a young girl.
Her voice is changing, into the male voice I didn’t like.
Bitter, angry, filled with hate.
I open my eyes, ready to run, but Louisa is gone.
The house is gone. Everything is gone. I am sitting in
a small white room, the space so tight that there's
only about three feet between the walls and the chair
I’m strapped into. It's cold, and the room reminds me
of a shuttle with its tang of recycled air. ‘What is this?’
‘It’s never your husband that snaps you out of it.
Always the girl.’ The man sounds amused—in a way
that is not at all nice.
‘Snaps me out of what?’
‘Susanna’s life.’ He laughs, and I try to turn, but
I’m held in place by straps. Tubes seem to be
shooting things into me, and taking things out. I can’t
move my legs.
How long have I been sitting here? ‘What is this?’
It’s a question I don’t think will be answered so I ask,
‘Who are you?’
‘Drew.’
‘Our AI.’
‘The monitor. Here at the prison. We’ve been over
this, of course. Many times by now.’
‘What?’ I feel my heart beating faster, and I try to
work myself free of the straps, but I can’t get my arms
to do much more than quiver.
‘You killed Susanna and took her shuttle, the
Pandora. You overflew the spaceport and crashed
the Pandora into the headquarters of the Ministry of
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Defence.’ His voice is oily now, as if he is getting to a
part he relishes. ‘You remember, the people who sent
the drone that killed your little girl? Thank God, it was
only your family out there. A drone so badly off
course in a heavily populated area would have been
a public relations nightmare for the government.’
‘We wanted to make you pay.’ I am remembering
now. Matthew and I, we hatched a plan. Matthew
understood how the Ministry ran. I was already a
pilot, so the rest was easy. We sent our story to a
liberal media station, delayed to arrive after the
attack. The whole world would know how our
daughter died, and what we’d been willing to do to get
the truth out.
‘Matthew?’
‘He died inside the ministry just as you planned.
You were supposed to die, too, Claire.’
Claire. Yes. That is my name. Not Susanna.
Susanna was the pilot of the shuttle I hijacked. She
had done nothing to us except have the bad luck to
look so much like me in uniform that no one would
notice I had taken her place. But I didn’t kill her. I
wouldn’t. She had a daughter, too.
‘I didn’t kill Susanna.’
‘You did. There was a snake in the shed you left
her tied up in. We think when she was struggling to
get away she disturbed it. It bit her, she died slowly
and in agony.’
I take a deep, ragged breath. This can’t be right. I
didn’t want Louisa to lose her mother. I’d been careful
when I’d bound her, knew the house AI would tell her
family she’d left with a visitor and never come back—
Matthew had chosen the shed because the house AI
didn’t extend to that. The family would find her. I
would never have done this.
‘Three hundred and fourteen people are dead
because of you, Claire. You were very unlucky to
have survived.’
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‘Why make me live Susanna’s life, then? Why not
all of them?’
‘Susanna’s life fits you the best and hurts you the
most.’ He says this with such pleasure I feel my
insides twist.
‘How long have I been here?’
‘Time is irrelevant. Let’s just say a while, okay?
But you always wake up. That’s the point, actually.
Letting you live in that life, knowing you don’t belong.
Finding your way back to yourself—always through
Louisa. Then reminding you of the truth.’ He laughs
and it is the kind of laugh of a man who does nothing
all day but watch people suffer.
‘The family—I’m not really with them?’
‘Do you think we would do that to them? As far as
they’re concerned, the person who killed Susanna is
dead.’
I start to feel woozy, and I hear his voice, soft and
dry like the scales of a snake. ‘Oh and Claire, I lied
about Matthew. He’s here, too. He likes the life he’s
leading. Has settled into it so well that we have to
wake him up manually to remind him why he’s here
so he’ll suffer like you are right now. But he’s happy,
Claire. With someone new.’
‘I bet you tell him the same thing about me.’
He laughs. ‘You say that every time. You’re wrong
every time. Nighty-night, Claire.’
I feel heavy, my eyes close, and I try to get out,
‘He dreams of me,’ but I can’t.
I’m Claire. I’m Claire. I’m Claire. I’m Claire. I say it
over and over in my mind, trying to sabotage
whatever tech sends me back to Susanna’s world.
I have a feeling I’ve tried this before. Maybe this
time it will work.
Again the definition of a crazy person. But it’s all I
have.
I’m Claire.
The world goes black. I hear the faintest sound of
a monitor, beeping along with my heart.
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I open my eyes, see three people hovering around
my bed, love and hope clear in their eyes. ‘I’m...’
Who the hell am I? [GdM]
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The Red Wraith
NICHOLAS WISSEMAN
You notice my smoky hair and wonder if I’m him.
You study my skin, searching for veins that gleam
black like I’ve been stretched over a sable spider
web, or arteries that glitter white like fracture lines in
shattered ice.
But you see no cause for alarm.
You judge my height to be average, at most an
inch or two above normal—nothing imposing.
Nothing legendary.
Nothing infamous.
You start to dismiss your fears…until I raise my
head to reveal the tell-tale tattoo, the swirling mark
branded over my left eye.
Now you know.
You know who I am, what I can do, and what I’ve
done.
You know your terror is justified.
You close your eyes and beg and moan and soil
yourself.
You relive every wrong moment you never set
right: complaining during your mother-in-law’s burial;
turning a blind eye to the old man crawling through
the weeds; undermining your friend’s last chance.
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You think of the loved ones you’ll leave behind,
and the ones who’ll love to leave you behind.
You clasp your hands and say your goodbyes,
readying yourself for whatever you think comes next.
And when you finally open your eyes and find me
gone…are you relieved?
Or disappointed? [GdM]
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Nicholas Wisseman recently won an honourable
mention from the Writers of the Future contest. He's
currently working on a novel-length version of ‘The
Red Wraith.’ Earlier pieces of his have appeared
in Allegory, Battered
Suitcase,
and Bewildering
Stories.
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An Interview with
Graham McNeill
GDM
[GDM] You’ve been an integral part of Black Library
and the lives of so many 40K, WHFB and 30K fans
for a long time. You’ve breathed life into the
Ultramarine’s chapter with the series starring Uriel
Ventris, got us deep into the Martian priesthood, and
have been a stalwart of the Horus Heresy flagship
series. Thank you, from all of us, for what you’ve
done to shape the genre.
[GdM]: What does ‘Grimdark’ mean to you?
[GM]: It speaks to me of bleak times and the fading of
all that was once noble; a time where good is far
outweighed by evil and there's little hope of it ever
ending. Where all but the insane have abandoned
hope of the darkness ever being lifted. As 40k's
opening crawl says, To be a man in such times is to
be one amongst untold billions. It is to live in the
cruellest and most bloody regime imaginable. Fertile
ground for drama, eh?
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[GdM]: What interests and excites you the most
about the genre?
[GM]: Given what I said above, it's the spots of light
against that unending darkness that make for the
most evocative stories, I think. That there are heroes
who stand against the darkness, even when there's
little hope of victory, is what makes it interesting. The
bleaker the setting, the more the tiny victories matter,
the more vital they become in holding back the
darkness. Any story that's interesting is a story of
contrasts; hero and villain, good and evil, right and
wrong, and the grimdark setting, whether 40k or any
other nightmare reality, allows you to exaggerate and
magnify the horror to better set the protagonists
against It makes their struggles all the more
rewarding for the reader to spend time with.
[GdM]: If you couldn’t write, which grimdark author
would hold your customer loyalty and why?
[GM]: Most of the SF I've read recently has been
hard SF and not massively grimdark, though Alistair
Reynolds' Revelation Space series has been
occupying a lot of space on iBooks recently as it kind
of bounces between grimdark and space opera. I
steered clear of hard SF for a long time, thinking it
would be kind of dull, but having dipped my toe in the
waters (with books by the aforementioned Mr
Reynolds, Greg Bear, Larry Niven etc.) I've found it
as action packed as any pulpy SF romp. The
Revelation Space arc has been a brilliant mix of
space opera and hard science and plausible
speculation, so I've really enjoyed them and
attempted to impose a scientific rigour (as far as
possible with some of the science in 40k) to my own
work, most notably in my Mechanicus trilogy. I even
consulted an actual astrophysicist for a section
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appearing in Lords of Mars (he got a mention for that
in the book...).
[GdM]: Short stories are becoming more and more
important to fans to get glimpses of their favourite
characters without having the wait for the next novel
in that character’s line. How important are they to you
as an author?
[GM]: I love writing short stories. They're a great way
to scratch an itch to tell a particular story or go back
to a particular character/setting without the
investment in time a novel requires. They're also a
great way of reminding the readers of the characters,
to whet the appetite for a forthcoming novel or just
keep them in the consciousness of the readers until
your schedule allows you to get back to a novel for
them. You can use them to tease ideas for new
novels and deal with interesting nuggets of their story
that don't necessarily warrant a whole novel or don't
really have a place within long-form work. And where
a novel can grow and bloom during the writing, with
new characters, sub-plots and directions appearing
as you go along, a short story needs a good deal
more rigour on the part of the writer. Every word
counts, and it's refreshing to get into that mindset, to
flex those sets of muscles again where you need to
tell the story as evocatively and economically as
possible.
[GdM]: You and I have chatted about The Swords of
Calth a few times in the past. When is the next
instalment of Ultramarines due out and what can we
expect from Uriel, Nero, and the 4th?
[GM]: I've teased a few things for the return of the
Ultramarines, with the short story, Codex, and the
forthcoming Do Eagles Still Circle the Mountain? Uriel
and the boys in blue are on my schedule to be written
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later in the year, so expect to see a new novel out in
2015. As to what's in it, well, after the first trilogy did
the whole 'threat arises, we go stomp it' arcs, and the
second did the 'voyage home' arc, the third trilogy will
deal with what happens when the Ultramarines are on
the losing end of things. And after the BIG scale of
The Chapter's Due, it's time to scale it way back to
build back up again, so it'll literally be Uriel and his
command squad (the titular Swords of Calth) on their
own against an entirely hostile world with no back up,
no support, and little hope of escape.
[GdM]: Horus Heresy. The series has a cult following.
I know you guys get hounded on this and have storm
shield defence against it, but I thought we'd try
anyway. When will we see Horus vs. the Emperor?
Are there plans for a post-heresy series? Will we see
Russ fly off with the 13th? Will we see Dorn's suicidal
attack? What about the Emperor interred in the
Golden Throne?
[GM]: Of course you'll get to see the Emperor vs.
Horus, it would be a massive kick in the teeth not to
after so much investment of time, love and effort on
everyone's part not to see it. There's been a lot of
discussion in the Horus Heresy meetings about that
moment, with lots of seeds for events leading to it
already seeded in novels already published (if you
know where to look...). And can't you just see the
interment of the Emperor as the last scene of the last
book? As to the other moments you mention, sure, I
reckon there's scope for a post-Heresy series, as a lot
of really cool stuff happens after the main fight is
over—the Rubric, Russ's departure, the schism on
Caliban etc.—so sure, there's been talk of what we
might do, but nothing official or more than just writers
slinging ideas around the room.
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[GdM]: You've hit your straps with the Black Library
releases. Any plans to sally forth beyond the Games
Workshop battlements and into a new world?
[GM]: I've already ventured into that brave new world
into few new pastures. I wrote a novel for Blizzard's
Starcraft 2 game, entitled I, Mengsk, which told the
story of how Arcturus Mengsk transformed from a
young, idealistic man into the cruel Emperor of the
Dominion. And my Dark Waters Trilogy (Ghouls of the
Miskatonic, Bones of the Yopasi, Dweller in the
Deep), three novels of cosmic horror set within the
Lovecraftian worlds of Arkham Horror have been
published by Fantasy Flight Games. I've written for
video games, but my love for the worlds of
Warhammer, both 40k and Fantasy keep me coming
back for more of that particular vintage of grimdark...
[GdM]: Grimdark was coined based on the Games
Workshop 40K IP. That makes authors like you the
pioneers of the sub genre—right up there with guys
like Glen Cook—do you see yourself that way?
[GM]: I certainly don't think of myself in such terms,
no, but after many years of working in Games
Workshop's Design Studio, I like to think I've left a
small mark on the background with my work on
Codexes and Army books. And in the years since I
left, I hope I've helped shape the collective worlds of
the Imperium and the Old World to some degree,
yeah. But, to coin a cliché, it’s a shared universe, and
all the writers and readers add to it in their own way.
That's what makes it a constantly rewarding
experience to work within these worlds. The setting in
which I'm writing is being added to all the time by
other writers, meaning that if it fits the narrative, I can
incorporate what they've added to the tapestry of
what I'm creating.
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[GdM]: You’ve got a legion of fans. Can you give us
all a quick run down of what’s next for you?
[GM]: A Legion, you say? Can we equip them and
get them out conquering the galaxy sometime soon
then, please? I've just had Gods of Mars back from
the printers and have recently finished a couple of
short stories – one Horus Heresy, one Ultramarines –
and a Horus Heresy novella featuring a certain tricksy
primarch and the crew of the Sisypheum, who we last
saw in Angel Exterminatus. I'm currently planning out
another Ultramarines short story to tie into the things I
was mentioning above, then it's onto my next Horus
Heresy novel, The Crimson King. And once that's
done, it's onto The Swords of Calth. Beyond that, it's
all a bit hazy, but there's a good chance it'll involve
some heavy dollops of grimdark... [GdM]
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Bad Seed
A Broken Empire Short Story
MARK LAWRENCE
At the age of eight Alann Oak took a rock and
smashed it into Darin Reed’s forehead. Two other
boys, both around ten years old, had tried to hold him
against the fence post while Darin beat him. They got
up from the dirt track, first to their hands and knees,
one spitting blood, the other dripping crimson from
where Alann’s teeth found his ear, then unsteadily to
their feet. Darin Reed lay where he had fallen, staring
at the blue sky with wide blue eyes.
‘Killer,’ they called the child after that. Some
called, ‘kennt’ at his back and the word followed him
through the years as some words will hunt a man
down across the storm of his days. Kennt, the old
name for a man who does murder with his hands. An
ancient term in the tongue that lingered in the villages
west of the Tranweir, spoken only among the grey
heads and like to die out with them leaving only a
scatter of words and phrases too well poised to be
abandoned.
‘You forgive me, Darin, don’t you?’ Alann asked it
of the older boy a year later. They sat at the ford,
watching the water, white about the stepping-stones.
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Alann threw his pebble, clattering it against the most
distant of the nine steps. ‘I told Father Abram I
repented the sin of anger. They washed me in the
blood of the lamb. Father Abram told me I was part of
the flock once more.’ Another stone, another hit. He
had repented anger, but there hadn’t been anger, just
the thrill of it, the red joy in a challenge answered.
Darin stood, still taller than Alann but not by so
much. ‘I don’t forgive you, but I wronged you. I was a
bully. Now we’re brothers. Brothers don’t need to
forgive, only to accept. If I forgave it you might forget
me.’
‘Father Abram told me...’ Alann struggled for the
words. ‘He said, men don’t stand alone. We’re
farmers. We’re of the flock, the herd. God’s own. We
follow. Stray, be cast out, and we die alone.
Unmourned.’ He threw again, hit again. ‘But... I feel...
alone here, right among the herd. I don’t fit. People
are scared of me.’
Darin shook his head. ‘You’re not alone. You’ve
got me. How many brothers do you need?’
*

*

*

Alann fought no more battles, not with his first
wreaking such harm. They watched him, the priest
and the elders, and hung about by his guilt the boy
stepped aside from whatever small troubles life in the
village placed in his path. Alann Oak turned the other
cheek though it was not in his nature to do so.
Something ran through him, something sharp, at the
core, not the dull anger or jealous loathing that
prompts drunks to raise their fists, rather a reflex, an
urge to meet each and any challenge with the
violence born into him.
‘I’m different.’ Spoken on his fourteenth name-day,
out in the quiet of a winter’s night while others lay
abed. Alann hadn’t the words to frame it but he knew
it for truth. ‘Different.’
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‘A dog among goats?’ Darin Reed at his side,
indifferent to the cold. He swept his arm toward the
distant homes where warmth and light leaked through
shutter cracks. ‘With them but not of them?’
Alann nodded.
‘It will change,’ Darin said. ‘Give it time.’
*

*

*

Years fell by and with the seasons Alann Oak grew,
not tall but tall enough, not broad but sturdy,
hardened by toil on the land with plough and hoe. He
walked away from his past, although he never once
strayed further than Kilter’s Market seven miles down
the Hay Road. He walked away from the whispers,
from the muttered ‘kennt’, and all that came with him
from those days was Darin Reed, the larger child but
the smaller man, his fast companion, pale, quiet, true.
The smoke of war darkened the horizon some
summers, and once in winter, but the fires that sent
those black clouds rising passed by the villages of the
Marn, peace still lingering in the backwaters of the
Broken Empire just as the old tongue still clung there.
Perhaps they lacked the language for war.
Sometimes those unseen battles called to Alann.
In the stillness of night, wrapped tight by darkness
Alann often wondered what a thing it would be to take
up sword and shield and fight, not for any cause, not
to place this lord or that lord in a new chair—but just
to meet the challenge, to put himself to the test that
runs along the sharp edge of life. And maybe once or
twice he gathered his belongings in the quiet after
midnight and set off from his parents’ cottage—but
each time he found Darin sat upon the horse trough
beside the track that joins the road to Melsham. Each
time the sight of his blood brother, pale beneath the
moon, watching and saying nothing, turned Alann
back the way he came.
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Alann found himself a woman, Mary Miller from
Fairfax, and they married in Father Abram’s church
on a chill March morning, God himself watching as
they said their vows. God and Darin Reed.
More years, more seasons, more crops leaping
from the ground in the green storm of their living,
reaped and harvested, sheep with their lambs, Mary
with her two sons, delivered bloody into Alann’s rough
hands. As red as Darin Reed when he lay there
veiled in his own lifeblood. And family changed him.
The need to be needed proved stronger than the call
of distant wars. Perhaps that’s all he had ever looked
for, to be valued, to be essential, and who is more
vital to a child than its ma and pa?
Time ran its slow course, bearing farm and farmer
along with it, and Alann watched it all pass. He held
his boys with his calloused hands, nails bitten to the
quick, prayed in God’s stone house, knowing every
hour of every day that somehow he didn’t fit into his
world, that he went through the motions of his life not
quite feeling any of it the way it should be felt, an
impostor who never knew his true identity, only that
this was not it. Even so, it was enough.
‘None of them see me, Darin, not Mary, not my
sons, or Father Abram. Only you, and God.’ Alann
thrust at the soil before him, driving the hoe through
each clod, reducing it to smaller fragments.
‘Maybe you don’t see yourself, Alann. You’re a
good man. You just don’t know it.’ Darin stood looking
out across the rye in the lower field.
‘I’m a bad seed. You learned that the day you
came against me.’ Alann bent and took up a clod of
earth, crumbling it in his hand. He pointed out where
Darin’s gaze rested. ‘I sowed that field myself,
checked the grains, but there’ll be karren grass
amongst the rye, green amongst the green. You won’t
see it until it’s time to bear grain—even then you have
to hunt. But come an early frost, come red-blight,
come a swarm of leaf-scuttle, then you’ll see it. When
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the rye starts dying... that’s when you’ll see the karren
grass because it may look the same, but it’s hard at
the core, bitter, and it won’t lie down.’ He dug at the
ground then, turned by some instinct, looked east
across the wheat field. Two strangers approaching,
swords at their hips.
‘It’s a bad day to be a peasant.’ The taller of the
two men smiled as he walked across the field,
flattening the new wheat beneath his boots.
‘It’s never a good day to be a peasant.’ Alann
straightened slowly, rubbing the soil from his hand.
The men’s grimy tatters had enough in common to
suggest they had once been a uniform. They came
smeared with dirt and ash, blades within easy reach,
a reckless anticipation in their eyes.
‘Where’s your livestock?’ The shorter man, older,
a scar threading his cheekbone leading to a cloudy
eye. Close up both men stank of smoke.
‘My sheep?’ Alann knew he should be scared.
Perhaps he lacked the wit for it, like goats led gently
to their end. Either way a familiar calm enfolded him.
He leant against his hoe and kept his gaze on the
men. ‘Would you like to buy them?’
‘Surely.’ The tall man grinned, a baring of yellow
teeth. Wolf’s fangs. ‘Lead on.’
For a heartbeat Alann’s gaze fell to the soldiers’
boots, remnants of the fresh green wheat still sticking
to the leather. ‘I’ve never been a good farmer,’ he
said. ‘Some men have the feel for it. It’s in their blood.
The land speaks to them. It answers them.’ He
watched the strangers. Conversations carry a
momentum, there’s a path they are expected to take,
a cycle, a season, like the growing of crop. Take the
rhythm of seasons away and farmers grow confused.
Turn a conversation at right angles and men lose
their surety.
‘What?’ The shorter man frowned, doubt in his
blind eye.
The tall man twisted his mouth. ‘I don’t give a-’
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Alann flipped up his hoe, a swift turn about the
middle, sped up by kicking the head. He lunged
forward, jabbing. Instinct told him never to swing with
a long weapon. The short metal blade proved too dull
to cut flesh but it crushed the man’s throat back
against the bones of his neck and his surprise left him
in a wordless crimson mist.
Without pause Alann charged the soldier’s
companion, the shaft of his hoe held crosswise before
him in two outstretched hands. The man turned his
shoulder, reaching for his sword. He would have done
better to pull his knife. Alann bore him to the ground,
pressing the hoe across his neck, pinning the halfdrawn blade with the weight of his body.
Men make ugly sounds as they choke. Both
soldiers purpled and thrashed and gargled, the first
needing no more help to die, the second fighting all
the way. When soldiers poke a hole in a man and
move on, leaving him to draw his last breaths alone,
there’s a distance. That’s battle. The farmer though,
the death he brings is more personal. He gentles his
beast, holds it close, makes his cut, not in passion,
not with violence, but as a necessary thing. The
farmer stays, the death is shared, part of the cycle of
seasons and crops, of growing and of reaping. They
name it slaughter. Alann felt every moment of the
older man’s struggle, body to body, straining to keep
him down. He watched the life go out of the soldier’s
good eye. And finally, exhausted, revolted, trembling,
he rolled clear.
Getting to all fours Alann vomited, a thin acidic
spew across the dry earth. He got to his knees, facing
out across the next field, rye, silent and growing, row
on row, rippling in the breeze. It hardly seemed real, a
dead man to either side of him.
‘You should get up,’ Darin said. Solemn, pale,
watching as he always watched.
‘... they called me kennt.’ Allen’s mind still fuzzy
within that strange and enfolding calm. ‘When I was a
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boy, the others called me kennt. They knew. Children
know. It’s grown men who see what they want to see.’
‘You can walk away from it.’ Darin looked down at
the dead men. ‘This doesn’t define you.’
‘Forgive me then.’ Alann got to his feet, drawing
the sword the soldier had failed to pull and taking the
dagger that he should have.
‘You need to forgive yourself, brother.’ Darin
offered him that smile, the only one he ever had, the
almost smile, sadder than moonset. The smile faded.
‘You have to go to the house now.’
‘The house! They came from the house!’ Even as
Alann said it he started to run up the slope toward the
rise concealing his home. He ran fast but the sorrow
caught him just the same, a choke hold, misting his
eyes. His life had never fit, his wife, his children,
always seeming as though they should belong to
someone else, someone better, but Mary he had
grown to love, in his way, and the boys had taken
hold of his heart before they ever knew how to reach.
Alann ran, pounding up the slope. The flames had
the house in their grip by the time he cleared the
ridge. The heat stopped him as effectively as a wall.
Some men, better men perhaps, would have run on,
impervious to the inferno, impervious to the fact that
nothing could live within those walls, too wrapped in
grief to do anything but die beside their loved ones.
For Alann though, the furnace blast that blistered his
cheeks and took the tears from his eyes, burned
away the mist of emotion and left him empty. He
stepped back from the crackle and the roar, one
pace, three paces, five until the heat could be
endured. He dropped both weapons and stared into
his empty hands as if they might hold his sorrow.
‘I’m sorry.’ Darin, standing at his side, untouched
by the heat, untroubled by the run.
‘You!’ Alann turned, hands raised. ‘You did this!’
‘No.’ A plain denial. A slow shake of his head.
‘You brought this curse... you never forgave me!’
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‘It didn’t happen for a reason, Alann. These things
never do. Hurt spills over into hurt, like water over
stones. There’s no foreseeing it, no knowing who it
will touch, who will be left standing.’
Alann knelt to take up the sword and the knife.
‘You’ve got to get to the village, warn the elders.
There needs to be a defence—’
‘No.’ Alann’s turn to offer flat refusal. He turned
and walked toward the shelter where the sheep
huddled against winter storms. Kindling lay stacked in
the lee of the dry stone wall, and in a niche set into its
thickness, wrapped in oil-cloth, an old hatchet, a
whetstone alongside. Alann thrust sword and dagger
into his belt and took the hand-axe and the stone to
set an edge on it.
‘There’s another side to this, Alann. It’s a storm
like any other, the worst of them, but it will end—’
‘You want me to rebuild? Find a new wife? Make
more sons?’ Alann scanned the distant fields as he
spoke, his hands already busy with the whetstone on
the hatchet blade. He could see the lines where the
soldiers had set off through the beet, angling towards
Warren Wood. Robert Good’s farm lay beyond, and
Ren Hay’s, the village past those. Alann pocketed the
stone and set off after his prey at a steady jog.
Darin was waiting for him at the wood’s edge.
‘You’ll die, and for nothing. You won’t save
anyone, won’t get revenge. You’ll die as the man you
never wanted to be. God will see you—’
‘God sent the soldiers. God made me a killer. Let’s
see how that turns out.’
‘No.’ And Darin stepped into his path, careless of
the hatchet in his brother’s hand.
‘It’s over.’ Alann didn’t pause. ‘And you’re just a
ghost.’ He stepped through Darin and went on into
the trees.
*

*
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*

Six soldiers rested at the base of one of the oldstones, monoliths scattered through the Warren
Wood, huge and solitary reminders of men who lived
off these lands before Christ first drew breath. They
had insignias beneath the grime of their tunics but
Alann wouldn’t have known which lord they took their
coin from even if the coat of arms had flown above
them on a new-sewn banner. He slipped back
through the holly that hid him and in the clearer space
behind drew the sword he had taken. It would serve
him poorly in the close confines beneath the trees
and he had never swung one before. He stepped
around the bush, breaking through the reaching
branches of a beech, the sword held in two hands
over his shoulder.
The soldiers started to rise as he emerged into the
clearing around the old-stone. He threw the sword
and it made half a turn in the ten yards between
them, impaling a bearded man through the groin.
Alann pulled the hatchet and knife from his belt and
charged, arms crossed before him.
The quickest of the patrol came forward before he
covered the ground, one with sword in hand, helm on
head, the other bare-headed, his knife in his fist,
shield awkward on his arm. At the last moment before
they closed Alann threw himself to the ground before
the pair, feet first, sliding between them through the
dirt and dry leaves. He swung out with both arms,
hatchet to the back of one knee, knife to the other. A
farmer butchers his own meat, he knows about such
things as tendons and the purpose they serve.
Alann’s slide ended at the base of the old-stone,
taking the feet from under a third soldier as he stood.
He rolled into space and threw himself clear as a
sword struck sparks from the monolith just above his
head. He ran, sure-footed, a tight circle around the
base of the old-stone, thicker than a pair of
grandfather oaks. Two soldiers gave pursuit but were
yards behind him as he came again upon the three
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felled men and a fourth seeking to help one of the
injured men up. Alann powered through the cluster, a
quick hatchet blow to the back of the standing man as
he bent over, followed by a knife slash across the
neck of the groin-stabbed man as he gained his feet.
A tight turn around the monolith and Alann spun
about, crouching low. The two soldiers thundered
round the corner, swords before them. Alann
launched himself into the foremost, beneath the
man’s sword, both legs driving him forward and up,
shoulder turned to take the impact against the man’s
belly. The two of them crashed back into the third,
taking him down. Four quick stabs to the man’s
abdomen at the tempo of a fast clap. Alann
clambered over him, pinning his sword arm beneath
his knee, and lunging, brought his hatchet down into
the face of the soldier behind, the man had been
scrabbling away on his backside to get clear, but too
slow.
Alann drove his dagger through the throat of the
gut-stabbed man then wrenched it out. Dripping with
blood he stood and jerked the hatchet from the face
of the second twitching soldier. It came free with a
crack of bone.
A wounded animal is only at its most dangerous
because that’s when it’s likely to attack you. A man
who was already attacking you is considerably less
dangerous when wounded. Alann walked around to
finish the two hamstrung men.
He stood from the task, scarlet with other men’s
blood. Darin watched from the gloom beneath the
trees, silent, ghost-pale, his limbs translucent, little
more than suggestions of the light and shade.
‘You’ve killed evil men,’ Darin said.
Alann looked around at the red ruin he’d made.
‘There’s evil in most men—just waiting for its chance.’
‘They were evil. You did God’s work.’
‘God didn’t make me to kill evil men—he made me
to kill, like the knife is made to cut.’
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Shouts rung out deeper in the woods, more
soldiers, from several directions. Alann raised his
hatchet.
Darin slid from the shadows, almost invisible when
he stood in the sunlight. ‘We’re brothers, Alann, come
back with me. There’s still a life for you here.’
‘The choice has been made. By me, or for me.
There’s no going back. Not anymore.’
The shouts grew closer.
Alann spoke again. ‘There’s only one thing you
can do for me now, Darin.’
A silence hung between them, golden in the light.
‘I forgive you, brother.’
And saying it Darin stepped back into the shadow,
indistinct even there now, his features smoothed into
some blur that might be any man. Around him others
rose, pale ghosts, eight more, crowding close so that
Alann could no longer be sure which was Darin. They
stood there, nine wraiths, the shadows of his kills. His
new crop.
Three soldiers burst into the clearing, blinking in
the light, and Alann threw himself among them.
*

*

*

He couldn’t say how long he fought or how many he
killed beneath the green roof of the forest, only that it
was long and many. At last he stood red-clad and
panting, his back to a tall rock, and found himself
where he started, at the old-stone, more corpses
before him.
A slow hand-clap made him lift his head though
exhaustion weighed it down. A man walked from the
trees, lacking the soldier’s urgency though moving
with more care. Others emerged behind him, all
armed, not soldiers though. Bandits, road men, the
scum that roamed the borders of any war, picking at
the wound. Alann looked from one face to the next.
Hard men all. Each different from the next, short and
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tall, young and old, dirty and clean, but he recognised
something in each one. Every man a killer born.
Their leader stopped clapping. A young man, tall,
wild, a dangerous look in his eye. ‘You cut men like
an art-form, brother. I watched the first six...
magnificent.’
Alann wiped his mouth and spat, the copper taste
of blood across his tongue. ‘You watched?’
The man shrugged. He was younger than Alann
had first thought. ‘Some men just want to watch the
world burn.’ He grinned.
‘I’m the fire.’
‘That you are, brother, and which of us is worse?’
Alann had no answer to that.
‘How do they call you, brother?’ The sound of a
horn in the distance. Another, closer. More soldiers.
‘Kennt.’ A dozen men and more watched him now.
‘They call me kennt.’
‘Brother Kent.’ The young man drew his sword, a
glimmering length of razored steel. ‘Red Kent I’ll call
you, for you come to us bloody.’
‘Red Kent.’ Muttered up and down the line. ‘Red
Kent.’ The welcome of the pack.
‘The baron’s men are coming, Brother Kent.’ The
youth pointed with his blade out into the Warren
Wood. ‘Will you fight beside us?’
Alann shrugged away from the old-stone. He
looked once more across the ragged band before
him, a family of sorts, pack rather than herd, a band
of brothers who knew what lay at the core of him
because they shared it, killers all. He looked down at
the crimson weapons in his crimson hands and knew
that moment of peace that happens when a thing
surrenders to its nature.
‘I will.’ [GdM]
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